Awards are presented to individuals and organizations that have demonstrated outstanding accomplishments in fostering the guiding principles of the Greek community: scholarship, leadership, service, being inclusive, brotherhood/sisterhood and accountability.

McEwen Award - promoting Greek involvement in the Dartmouth community

O’Connor Award - most outstanding in all guiding principles of the Greek community

Scholarship Award - highest GPA

Service Award – to recognize chapters for their dedication and commitment to the community through service events and fundraising

Most Improved Grade Point Average

Achieving Excellence in Standards

Outstanding Performance - AXIS score above 85%

Helping Hands Award

Chapter Advisor Award

Faculty Advisor Award

Leadership Program

Leadership Program

Brotherhood/Sisterhood Program

Brotherhood/Sisterhood Program

Accountability Program

Accountability Program

Academic Program

Academic Program

Million Minutes of Service Challenge

Greek Man of the Year

Greek Woman of the Year

Outstanding Chapter President

Outstanding Chapter President

Kaiser Awards recognize the most outstanding members of our community, who have most exemplified the ideals and principles of Dartmouth College

Leadership All-star Award

Leadership All-star Award

Scholarship All-star Award

Scholarship All-star Award

Service All-star Award

Service All-star Award

Athletic All-star Award

Athletic All-star Award

Arts All-star Award

Arts All-star Award

House Manager Award

House Manager Award

Kappa Delta

Kappa Delta, Sigma Phi Epsilon

Alpha Chi Alpha, Alpha Xi Delta, Phi Tau

Kappa Kappa Gamma, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Phi Tau

Alpha Pi Omega, Beta Alpha Omega, Alpha Theta

Alpha Chi Alpha, Alpha Phi, Delta Delta Delta, Epsilon Kappa Theta, Kappa Delta, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Zeta Psi

Danielle Paro

Donald Cutter, Psi Upsilon

Jennifer Sargent, Chi Heorot & Kappa Delta Epsilon

Gamma Delta Chi - ExL University Program

Sigma Phi Epsilon - ExL University Program

Phi Tau - Bill of Rights and Responsibilities

Sigma Nu - 3 member contracts

Bones Gate - Respect Works

Alpha Pi Omega – 1 in 3 dinner discussion

Alpha Xi Delta - Weekly discussion based lunches

Delta Delta Delta - Sisterhood Spotlight

Alpha Phi Alpha - Dartmouth on the Mind

Kappa Delta - Dartmouth on the Mind

Epsilon Kappa Theta - Academic Event Meals

Alpha Chi Alpha, Alpha Kappa Alpha, Alpha Pi Omega, Bones Gate, Chi Gamma Epsilon, Kappa Delta, Kappa Delta Gamma, Phi Tau, Phi Delta Alpha, Sigma Delta, Sigma Nu, Sigma Phi Epsilon, The Tabard

Eli Derrow, Sigma Phi Epsilon

Rachel Funk, Sigma Delta

Bay Lauris ByrneSim, Kappa Delta

Noah Reichblum, Alpha Chi Alpha

Jake Becker- Theta Delta Chi, Adria Brown - Alpha Pi Omega, Ashneil Jain - Zeta Psi, Blaze Joel - Sigma Nu, Sarah Lucas - Alpha Phi, Joshua Rivers - Alpha Phi Alpha, Kathleen Wahl - Kappa Delta,

Aylin Woodward - Phi Tau

Rachael Williams, Alpha Kappa Alpha

Casey Dennis, Beta Alpha Omega

Meili Eubank, Delta Delta Delta

Colin Walmsley, Sigma Phi Epsilon

Tanya Budler, Kappa Kappa Gamma

Katie Bonner, Epsilon Kappa Theta

Alexandra Budler, Kappa Delta Epsilon

Nicholas Lombardi, Chi Heorot

Margot Yecies, Epsilon Kappa Theta

Max Gottschall, Sigma Phi Epsilon

Erica Westenberg, Kappa Delta

William Athol, Zeta Psi